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Abstract
SixTrack is a 6D symplectic tracking code used to simulate single-particle
dynamics in high-energy circular accelerators and storage rings. It is routinely
used for the design and optimization of the LHC since its conception, and more
recently for SPS, RHIC, HL-LHC, and FCC studies. This paper presents the
status of the code, including the recent developments and those foreseen for
extending the physics models and adding new features.
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1 Introduction
SixTrack [1] is a 6D single-particle symplectic tracking code able to compute the trajectories of indi-
vidual relativistic charged particles in circular accelerators for studying dynamic aperture or evaluating
the performance of beam-intercepting devices like collimators [2]. It has been developed based on the
4D tracking code RaceTrack [3] by adding the longitudinal degree of freedom, introducing beam-beam
forces, and extending the pre- and post-processing capabilities. It can compute linear and non-linear
optics functions, time-dependent effects, and extract indicator of chaos from tracking data. SixTrack
implements scattering routines and aperture calculations to compute “loss maps” (i.e., leakage from col-
limators as a function of longitudinal position along the ring) and collimation efficiency [4]. SixTrack
also has a well-controlled floating-point arithmetic and fully reproducible results among many compilers
and architectures [5].

Massive long-term tracking simulations are performed routinely using SixDesk [6], which is a
running environment that is able to prepare, submit, manage, and post-process simulations using the
CERN batch system [7] or through the LHC@Home platform for volunteering computing [8]. Often
SixTrack lattices are prepared using MAD-X [9] models that are exported using the built-in converter.

The SixTrack project web page [10] contains links to the source code (see Section 5), documenta-
tion (see Section 4), and main references.

2 Features on the main branch
SixTrack has tracking maps for the following elements: drift (expanded [11] and full Hamiltonian [12,
13]), thin multipoles, orbit correctors, RF cavities, thick bends and quadrupoles (rigorously symplectic
in 6D [14]), RF multipoles [15] (up to 4th order [16, 17]), crab cavities [18], 4D and 6D beam-beam
models [19], e-lenses [20–22], and beam-beam compensation wires [23–25].

SixTrack is also able to compute one-turn maps to arbitrary order thanks to a differential algebra
package. Optics functions are calculated in 5D by using a matrix formalism, and in 6D by using a
differential algebra package and the Mais-Ripken formalism [26]. Optics functions are used to generate
initial conditions for the tracked particles and parameters for the beam-beam lenses. In addition, tracking
data can be post-processed in linear action-angle space for getting distance in phase space for Lyapounov
exponent analysis, average actions, smear and harmonic analysis [27] using a modified version of the
Plato library [28] and more recently NAFF [29].

Generic dynamic effects are introduced by the DYNK module, which allows applying arbitrary
functions to a large fraction of element attributes [30, 31]. This feature has been successfully used to
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model failure scenarios and energy error in crab cavities in the context of HL-LHC studies by applying
phase modulation [32]. Generic particle exchange protocols using TCP/IP port (Fluka Coupling) and
Linux pipe (BDEX module) can be used to interface tracking with external codes (e.g., FLUKA [33,34]).

Scattering models and aperture checks are implemented in a separate branch [4], which is planned
to be merged in one of the future SixTrack version, similarly to an extension of the 6D formalism to track
different ion species with arbitrary charge state relative to the same synchronous reference particle [35].
These code branches are generally used for collimation studies in the LHC, HL-LHC, and SPS [2].

The initial sample of particles to be tracked can be either generated in SixTrack via scans in linear
action-angle space and energy offset or read from a file. The output of the simulation consists of turn-by-
turn data as well as the one-turn map (in the form of closed orbit, tunes, and Mais-Ripken normalization
matrix), in addition to the output of the post-processing analysis on Lyapounov pairs. Moreover, it is
possible to dump particle coordinates or distribution moments (DUMP module) in arbitrary machine
elements and file names. After simulation, output files can be packed in zip files (ZIPF module) to
simplify data retrieval from remote running environments [27].

3 Branches
Compilation flags allow to compile SixTrack with specific functions or to choose the size of the allocated
memory. In addition, few branches of the code exist, implementing additional functionalities. Not all
functionalities enabled by the compilation flags and/or in the branches are mutually compatible, which is
the reason why they are kept as such. This is non-ideal for those functionalities that could be merged of-
fering a richer simulation setup choice. A development programme to merge the following functionalities
has started:
Collimation : This option integrates scattering routines, management of collimator geometries, aperture

checks, tracking of multiple sets of 64 particles at the same time; however, it breaks the post-
processing routines for dynamic aperture and numerical reproducibility. Unlike other branches,
this one is implemented as compilation flag, and is maintained in the same repository and updated
together with the main code.

FLUKA coupling : This branch offers the possibility of a mutual exchange of particles with
FLUKA [33, 34] through a TCP/IP socket during tracking; hence, the dynamics in the acceler-
ator lattice can be coupled with the accurate scattering engine of FLUKA, allowing functionalities
ranging from those similar to that of the collimation flag up to full on-line energy calculations; this
branch comes with the addition of an on-line aperture checking, an early version of the DYNK and
DUMP modules (afterwards imported into the main branch of SixTrack), the latter being a module
for simple statistics on the tracked beam, and a generalised external engine for beam sampling.

Multiple ion species : This is a sub branch of the FLUKA coupling branch, in which the particle co-
ordinates and tracking routines are extended to correctly compute the trajectories of particle with
different mass and charge with respect to those of the reference particle.

4 Documentation
SixTrack documentation includes a user manual, a physics manual published as a draft in the SixTrack
website, a developer manual, and a developer Wiki. The user manual [36] contains instructions on how
to setup the simulation and how the quantities in the input files relate to the underlying physical model. It
always refers to the latest production version of the code. A development version of the manual [37], syn-
chronised with the latest commit in the master branch, is published in parallel. The physics manual [38]
presents a short, but complete and self-contained, exposition of the physical models and mathematical
methods used by SixTrack. The developer manual [39] guides the reader in the development platform
and contribution strategy, as well as giving practical guidance on how to build, test, and submit patches
(“pull request” in GitHub jargon) to the main branch. The developer Wiki [40] contains a collection
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of notes written by the developers explaining the meaning and the usage of the internal variables and
subroutines.

5 Code Developments and testing
SixTrack is developed by a community of expert users who implement and document new physics, and
maintainers who coordinate the parallel developments, advise and review the code of the developers,
schedule releases, and maintain the infrastructures.

The source code and development platform is hosted on GitHub [41]. The old commit history
from the previous SVN repository, which has been discontinued, has been preserved. Developers are
encouraged to contribute by forking the project and submit pull requests. The tool has greatly improved
support for working with branches compared to SVN.

SixTrack code can build on several OS (Linux, Windows, OSX and recently FreeBSD, NetBSD
and Android) with different compilers (gfortran, Intel Fortran compiler, NAG, Lahey, PGI) using a
CMAKE build system [27].

A test suite is available and covers about 45% of the code in the main branch. Results of each test
are identical in all platforms. The test suite runs through CTest and results are reported on CDash [42].
Tests using the collimation flags and other branches are not yet integrated in the test suites.

6 Conclusions and Outlook
SixTrack is a code with a long history of development, intimately linked to the optimization of the LHC.
The main assets are the computational speed, thanks to a careful optimization of the main tracking loop,
and the integration in the complex simulation environment for LHC, relying on the high-performance
computing resources available at CERN and on the LHC@Home BOINC project. In the past few years,
a large set of new features to cover the needs of new projects (e.g. HL-LHC and FCC) have been
implemented thanks to the work of many developers, and an increased level of support in the code
management.

Future developments aim at reducing incompatible branches by absorbing functionality in the main
branch. This should leave only a small set of selectable features which introduce strong simulation speed
or memory penalties for standard simulations. The testing platform should include more test cases to
increase the tested code coverage. The physics and build manuals are in the pipeline for completion and
publication. The following additional physics models are currently under development: extend DYNK to
cover beam-beam lenses, implement an on-line aperture checking, extend the initial conditions module
to cover distributions (BDIST module), complete and test solenoid, implement generic high order RF-
multipoles, and introduce radiation effects.

SixTrackLib [43] is a new development effort to provide a library which exposes SixTrack tracking
maps to into external programs. It is designed to support CPU and GPU through CUDA and OpenCL and
it is written in portable C99. The long-term goal is to replace the internal Fortran tracking routines with
those of SixTrackLib in order to take advantage of GPU resources on LHC@Home volunteer machines
and HPC clusters.
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